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Compare climate models to 
understand the earth system 

>100 models, >20 countries

Coupled Model Intercomparison Project 
(CMIP): Standard protocol for studying 
general circulation model output

Earth System Grid Federation
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Variant of 
Concern score

Diffusion model to 
derive hierarchy of 
gene organization

Generated SARS-
CoV-2 genomes

Link field data on pathogen variants 
with AI for pandemic surveillance

Detection 
targets

New viral 
genomes

M. Zvyagin et al., https://www.biorxiv.org/content/10.1101/2022.10.10.511571v1 

Field 
Labs

1.5 x 1021 
flops

Finetune model on 
SARS-CoV-2 open 
reading frames

https://www.biorxiv.org/content/10.1101/2022.10.10.511571v1


Integrate data & models to advance 
urban science & resilience

CHICAGOLAND

By Maddie Ellis 
Chicago Tribune

Next to an almost-200-
foot red-and-white-striped 
tower at Argonne National 
Laboratory sits a building 
filled with newly opened 
boxes of instruments. These 
tools measure climate condi-
tions like air quality and 
precipitation, and compared 
with the lab’s historic tools, 
like the tower outside, 
they’re small — really small.

That’s because instead 
of measuring the region’s 
atmospheric conditions 
from Argonne’s sprawl-
ing site in DuPage County, 
researchers will use these 
tools in a different kind of 
lab — the city of Chicago. 
Data collected will be used 
in modeling to show the 
effects of climate at scales as 
small as individual neighbor-
hoods, said Cristina Negri, 
the director for the project.

Argonne recently won a 
$25 million grant from the 
U.S. Department of Energy to 
establish an urban laboratory 
in Chicago called Commu-
nity Research on Climate and 
Urban Science, or CROCUS. 
Researchers with the lab 
will develop data sets about 
Chicago’s climate by placing 
instruments throughout the 
city and gathering commu-
nity observations.

Some of the effects of 
climate change, such as 
increased flooding and 
urban heat, are known to 
disproportionately affect 
certain communities, espe-
cially those on the South and 
West sides of Chicago. The 
lab aims to quantify that, 
Negri said.

“It’s really to provide the 
data to show what are the 
drivers for this difference, 
and then how it materializes 
itself,” Negri said. “Until you 
know that, and you can prove 
it with data, it’s very hard to 
take action.”

What makes this oper-
ation unique, said Naomi 
Davis, founder and CEO of 
Blacks in Green, an environ-
mental justice and economic 
development organization, 
is that community members 
were included in Argonne’s 
plans from the start. She 
said that oftentimes organi-
zations in the Black commu-
nity are contacted at the end 
of a process, after decisions 
have been made and the 
project has been designed.

“Those are kinds of 
approaches that have always 
been inappropriate and that 
we reject,” Davis said. “So 
what was beautiful about 
the Argonne approach is 
that they were inviting us 
to a process of designing a 
process.”

Preparing  
for launch

Surrounded by about 5 
acres of prairie filled with 
yellow and violet wildflow-
ers, researchers gathered 
at Argonne’s test site on a 
recent blue-skied weekday 
to troubleshoot some of the 
tools that will eventually be 
installed in Chicago.

There was a palpa-
ble excitement as Paytsar 
Muradyan, an assistant 
atmospheric scientist, 
opened a crate.

“It’s like Christmas,” one 
team member said.

Inside was an atmospheric 
lidar, which stands for Light 
Detection and Ranging. The 
machine emits a rapidly 
pulsing laser into the sky 
to collect information on 
the composition of the air, 
including pollutants like 
particulate matter emitted 
by industries and vehicles.

Several of these machines 
— as well as sensors for 
measuring temperature, soil 
composition, precipitation 
and more — will be linked to 
central computers to make 
the sensors autonomous, 
said Scott Collis, who is lead-
ing the measurement strat-
egy team. These computers 
will also use artificial intel-
ligence and algorithms to 
detect patterns and ensure 
the technology collects the 
best data relative to the 

unique traits of a city, like the 
impact of buildings on wind.

Where each device goes 
depends on a variety of 
factors. One goal is to place 
these instruments at points 
where environmental condi-
tions visibly change, like the 
tree canopy in Hyde Park 
compared with West Wood-
lawn, Collis said. Measuring 
at these points allow for the 
lab’s simulations to deter-
mine the scale of difference.

The most important 
factor in determining instru-
ment location, however, 
is the input of community 
members, he said.

Community 
voices

The effort includes more 
than 10 academic part-
ners and four community 
partners: the Puerto Rican 
Agenda of Humboldt Park, 
Blacks in Green in West 
Woodlawn, the Greater 
Chatham Initiative and 
the Metropolitan Mayors 
Caucus.

“The science questions 
that we are going to ask are 
going to be very informed 
by very deep conversations 
that we will have with the 
community,” Negri said.

Jessie Fuentes, co-chair 
of the Puerto Rican Agenda 
of Chicago, said Argonne 
provided the organization 
with information about the 
specific climate concerns 
of Humboldt Park, such as 
rising heat, lack of green 
space and increased flood-
ing, as well as Puerto Rico. 
“That struck a very personal 

chord with many of us who 
were involved with Hurri-
cane Maria,” Fuentes said.

The Puerto Rican Agenda 
led relief efforts for Hurri-
cane Maria in 2017 and is 
again calling for action after 
Hurricane Fiona hit Puerto 
Rico this week, leaving the 
island without power.

Fuentes hopes this project 
can provide a model for how 
climate solutions should be 
culturally relevant to the 
people the issue directly 
impacts.

“This really does away 
with the one-size-fits-all 
model,” Fuentes said.

Davis said she is looking to 
where this information can 
take her community in West 
Woodlawn.

“One of the things that 
African American commu-
nities are sick and tired of is 
being studied — we’ve had 
institutions across the centu-
ries study us, but our lot never 
improves,” she said. “So what 
the rest of the story is about 
is how we take the data that 
we get and deploy it for the 
health, wealth and benefit of 
the Black communities.”

Collis described the oper-
ation of the lab as cyclical. 
Communities will provide 
input on areas of interest, 
such as spots of flooding or 
significant weather suscepti-
bility, which will fuel where 
researchers collect observa-
tions in the city. These obser-
vations will be used for the 
lab’s climate simulations and 
provide more granular, scal-
able pictures of what climate 
change looks like.

The lab will provide open 
data sets for other agencies, 

organizations and research-
ers to use in their work, as 
well as websites for the public.

One of the most import-
ant metrics of success will 
be ensuring that this data can 
empower individuals and 
organizations in their work, 
Collis said. For example, if an 
organization is advocating 
for green space in a certain 
area, Collis hopes that data 
from the lab can give that 
group actionable metrics.

“Having the data alone 
contributes to a conscious-
ness building that will drive 
people to act,” Fuentes said.

The lab will also employ 
citizen science so commu-
nity members can collect 
data points themselves. For 
example, hand-held air qual-
ity monitors, which resem-
ble green walkie-talkies, 
allow people to learn infor-
mation about the air around 
them by connecting to a 
mobile app via Bluetooth.

While the hand-held tools 
aren’t are as precise as some 
of the more expensive tech-
nology, they can reveal nota-
ble differences in air quality 
from one area compared 
with another, Collis said. 
And even this more simplis-
tic tech will calibrate with 
the Argonne system.

Per community member 
suggestions, the lab hopes to 
get these palm-size sensors 
in the hands of those inter-
ested, including school-
children, allowing them to 
measure environmental 
factors on their blocks and 
in their backyards.

“This is a new paradigm 
for doing science,” Collis 
said. “And it feels right.”

‘A new paradigm for doing science’
Argonne to deploy 
sensors to track 
climate change on a 
neighborhood level

Research scientist Adam Theisen, left, speaks with atmospheric scientist Paytsar Muradyan on Tuesday at the ATMOS field site at Argonne National Laboratory 
in Lemont. ANTONIO PEREZ/CHICAGO TRIBUNE PHOTOS

Gregory Anderson, left, looks on as atmospheric instrumentation specialist Matt Tuftedal 
points to a 60-meter tower at the site. 

Tuftedal looks at tools at the base of the tower.
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Fallacies of distributed computing

1. The network is reliable
2. Latency is zero
3. Bandwidth is infinite
4. The network is secure
5. There is a single administrator
6. The topology won't change
7. Transport cost is zero
8. The network is homogeneous 

Joy, Lyon, Gosling, 1991?

Deutsch, 1994

Gosling, 1997



We are entering a new era of universal and 
reliable communication & computation

• Widely deployed optical fiber, cellular radio, [and free-space optics 
will] provide ultra-fast, reliable, predictable communication

• GPS and atomic clocks provide highly accurate time signals

• Widely deployed, highly replicated, highly available cloud services + 
accurate time permit highly reliable global state



ESnet as exemplar of science networks

ESnet6 network capacity, as of May 2022



ESnet improvements in bisection bandwidth over 30 years

1993: 
0.005 Gbps

Bisection bandwidth 
in Gigabit/second

2022: 
500,000 Gbps

108  x im
provement in

 

30 years



Aalyria’s “Spacetime” [originally “Minkowski”] platform Free-space optics



Free-space optics

”Henceforth, space for itself, and time for itself, are doomed to fade 
  away  into mere shadows, and only a kind of union of the two will 
  preserve an independent reality.” – Hermann Minkowski, 109

Aalyria’s “Spacetime” [originally “Minkowski”] platform
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500 km

2.5 ms

The space-time continuum in converged systems

5 ms

7.5 ms

10 ms

0 km

C1

Misquoted [2022]: “Henceforth, location for itself, and speed for itself, are doomed to fade away 
into mere shadows, and only a kind of union of the two will preserve an independent reality."

t(C1) = T1 = 0.01 sec

T1

Time

Space
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500 km

2.5 ms

The space-time continuum in converged systems

5 ms

7.5 ms

10 ms

0 km

C2

C1

Misquoted [2022]: “Henceforth, location for itself, and speed for itself, are doomed to fade away 
into mere shadows, and only a kind of union of the two will preserve an independent reality."

The behaviors of the two 
computers are indistinguishable

t(C1) = T1 = 0.01 sec
t(C2) = T2 + 2 x 500 x 5 x 10−6 = 0.01 sec 

T1T2

Time

Space
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0km
(Illinois)

2000 km
(Virginia)

10 ms

Example: High energy physics trigger analysis

T1 = 2 seconds
on CPU
(not to scale)

T2 = 30 msec
on FPGA

Local: 2000 msec
Remote: 30 + 10 + 10 = 50 msec
40x acceleration

40 ms

50 ms

Nhan Tran, FermiLab, et al. arXiv:1904.08986



Example: Rapid Training of Deep Neural Networks 
using Remote Resources

• DNN at the edge for fast 
processing, filtering, QC

• Requires tight coupling 
with simulation and 
training with real-time data

• Globus Flow:

71
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Zhengchun Liu, Jana Thayar, et al.

– Globus to rapidly move data for training
– funcX for simulation and model training
– Globus to move models to the edge
– (Future) funcX for inference at the edge

Z. Liu et al., https://doi.org/10.48550/arXiv.2105.13967 

Example: High energy diffraction microscopy

Cerebras CS-2

1102 1102 

1102 1102 

Model (re)training on local GPU: 
1102 seconds

@ LCLS

https://doi.org/10.48550/arXiv.2105.13967
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Example: High energy diffraction microscopy

7 seconds

7 + 19 + 5 = 31 s

35x faster

5 seconds

19 seconds
Cerebras CS-2

@ LCLS

https://doi.org/10.48550/arXiv.2105.13967


http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.wear.2016.04.019 

Friction first characterized by Leonardo di Vinci in 1493

Building such distributed applications requires practical 
solutions to challenges of friction 
“Whereas computational friction expresses the struggle involved in transforming 
  data information and knowledge … data friction expresses a more primitive 
  form of resistance -- the costs in time, energy, and attention required simply to 
  collect, check, store, move, receive, and access data. Whenever data travel … 
  data friction impedes their movement” (Edwards, 2010, p. 84).
 



1) Act on resources regardless of location and interface
à Widely deployed local agents 

provide a global footprint for actions 

2) Execute remote actions reliably
à Cloud-hosted managed research acceleration

services buffer against inevitable failures

3)  Manage who is trusted to perform what actions, where and when
à Distributed authentication with delegation

enables secure management of privileges

Three obstacles to tackling such codesign problems

Friction: Varying interfaces, behaviors; reliability; security 
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1) Act on resources regardless of location and interface
à Widely deployed local agents 

provide a global footprint for actions 

2) Execute remote actions reliably
à Cloud-hosted managed research acceleration

services buffer against inevitable failures

3)  Manage who is trusted to perform what actions, where and when
à Distributed authentication with delegation

enables secure management of privileges

Three obstacles to tackling such codesign problems

Friction: Varying credentials, authentication protocols, authorization policies;
                need to act on behalf of others

Friction: Varying interfaces, behaviors; reliability; security 

Friction: Failures, scalability, usability



Need: 1) Act anywhere

Past approaches (data actions):
• Gopher, FTP, Web, OPenDAP, …
• Distributed file systems

Past approaches (compute actions):
• SSH, grid protocols, cloud APIs
• Java, virtual machines, containers

Challenges: Performance, scalability, reliability, portability, usability



Need: 1) Act anywhere

Adapter interface

Plug-inPlug-in

Adapter interface

Plug-in

Adapter interface

Plug-inPlug-in

Globus 
Connect

Globus 
ComputeLightweight 

agents abstract 
local details

Globus 
Connect

Globus 
Compute

Our approach:
• HTTPS, GridFTP for universal, fast access
• Portable agents for broad deployment 

• Modularity to target many systems
• Integration with secure delegation
• Integration with hosted supervision



Need: 2) Reliable execution of (sets of) actions

Past approaches:
• Workflow systems
• Distributed file systems

• Eventing, consistency protocols
• Reliable RPC, replication
• Cloud

Challenges: Complexity, fragility, scalability, reach



Need: 2) Reliable execution of (sets of) actions

Hosted research supervision services
Cloud-hosted, persistent, scalable, resilient, secure

Other 
services

Transfer
Copy data

AàB

Compute
Run f(x)@C 

actions

Search
Read & write 

catalogs

Other 
Globus 
services

Flows
Sequences 
of actions

Non-Globus 
services

Hosted 
research 
supervision 
services

Our approach:
• Cloud-hosted, replicated supervision
• Simple retry-based protocols

• Reduce endpoint complexity
• High assurance for sensitive data
• Integration with secure delegation



Need: 3) Control who can perform what actions, when & where

Hosted research supervision services
Cloud-hosted, persistent, scalable, resilient, secure

Other 
services

Transfer
Copy data

AàB

Compute
Run f(x)@C 

actions

Search
Read & write 

catalogs

Other 
Globus 
services

Flows
Sequences 
of actions

Non-Globus 
services

Past approaches:
• Passwords, PKI, Kerberos
• Grid Security Infrastructure

• OAuth, 
• Specialized delegation protocols

Challenges: Multi-site, dynamic computing; complexity, usability



Globus Auth
trust fabric
OAuth + delegation

Hosted research supervision services
Cloud-hosted, persistent, scalable, resilient, secure

Other 
services

Transfer
Copy data

AàB

Compute
Run f(x)@C 

actions

Search
Read & write 

catalogs

Other 
Globus 
services

Flows
Sequences 
of actions

Non-Globus 
services

Federated auth &
secure managed 
delegation

Need: 3) Control who can perform what actions, when & where

Our approach:
• Secure delegation
• Scoped credentials

• Leverage OAuth2
• Brower compatibility
• IdP federation



(5) “Run F()”

F()
@A

node A
F()

Auth

(3) “Run F()
       on node A”

Flows (2) “Provide access    
        token for funcX” 

(4) “Provide 
dependent token

for F() on node A” 

(6) F() runs

Consent 

Dependent
token 

Token hierarchy

(1) “Run flow”
        with consent

Access
token 

Cloud-hosted 
services

Globus Auth: A managed research acceleration service 
providing distributed authorization with delegation

Not shown: 
Token refresh

Who do I trust to act on 
my behalf, when, and for 
what purpose?

Leverage OAuth for:
• Security via scoped 

credentials
• Usability via  browser 

compatibility 

S. Tuecke et al., https://doi.org/10.1109/eScience.2016.7870901, R. Chard et al., https://doi.org/10.48550/arXiv.2208.09513 

1700 identity providers
1.3 B access tokens
2.7 M consents 

Globus 
Compute

https://doi.org/10.1109/eScience.2016.7870901
https://doi.org/10.48550/arXiv.2208.09513


1) Act on resources regardless of location and interface
à Widely deployed local agents 

provide a global footprint for actions 

2) Execute remote actions reliably
à Cloud-hosted managed research acceleration

services buffer against inevitable failures

3)  Manage who is trusted to perform what actions, where and when
à Distributed authentication with delegation

enables secure management of privileges

In total: Global services enable low-friction global science





Lincoln NZ – Lugo ES



Collins Australian Clear School Atlas, 1964

Lincoln, New Zealand 
  to Lugo, Spain:  
 19,932 km

Circumference of the earth: 
 40,075 km
Semi-circumference:
 20,037 km

Lugo

Lincoln

..



Globus platform

Operated by UChicago for researchers worldwide
Made possible by the support of 200+ subscribers



Polaris

Bebop 
Cluster

Argonne 
Leadership 
Computing 
Facility

Laboratory 
Computing 
Research 
Center

Eagle store

APS 
Computing

Orthros Cluster

APS DM system

Portal
server

Portal
server

Theta

Advanced 
Photon 
Source Key:           Globus Compute agent

                  Globus Connect agent

Globus-accessible    
      storage and 
      computing 
(10,000s of systems)

Endpoints at an experimental facility



https://dashboard.globus.org/esgf As of May 4, 2022

1.5 GB/s
4 to 6 GB/s

7.5 PB transferred between mid-Feb and May 4, ‘22
17,347,671 directories and 28,907,532 files

https://dashboard.globus.org/esgf


Cumulative data transferred over time

CMIP6

CMIP5

GPFS Errors & 
Unreadable Files

GPFS 

Reconfigured

Big file
s

Small files

7.5 PB transferred between mid-Feb and May 4, ‘22
17,347,671 directories and 28,907,532 files



def F(in_args):
 # do something
 return results 

gcc.register_function(F) 

$ pip install globus-compute-endpoint
$ globus-compute-endpoint configure myep
$ globus-compute-endpoint start myep

Globus Compute: A hosted research supervision service 
that implements a universal computing fabric

https://funcx.org Z. Li et al., https://doi.org/10.48550/arXiv.2209.11631

F(ep, arg)F(ep, arg)F(ep, “A”)

f = gcc.run(“A”,       
      endpoint_id=ep, 
      function_id=F)

R = gcc.get_result(f)Deploy Globus Compute agents

Register functions

Run functions

Globus 
Compute

https://funcx.org/
https://doi.org/10.48550/arXiv.2209.11631


Better Classification

Globus Compute application:
Privacy Preserving Learning
COVID19 detection from chest X-rays

Madduri



Distributed execution of 
30,000-task drug-screening 
protocol over multiple HPC 
systems, with different 
scheduling 
heuristics 

Z. Li et al., 2023



“Globus Flows”: Hosted research supervision services for flow 
specification, execution, and management

R. Chard et al., https://doi.org/10.48550/arXiv.2208.09513 
GLOBUS 
COMPUTE 
AGENT

https://doi.org/10.48550/arXiv.2208.09513


Example: Rapid Training of Deep Neural Networks 
using Remote Resources

• DNN at the edge for fast 
processing, filtering, QC

• Requires tight coupling 
with simulation and 
training with real-time data

• Globus Flow:
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Zhengchun Liu, Jana Thayar, et al.

– Globus to rapidly move data for training
– funcX for simulation and model training
– Globus to move models to the edge
– (Future) funcX for inference at the edge

Z. Liu et al., https://doi.org/10.48550/arXiv.2105.13967 

7 seconds

7 + 19 + 5 = 31 s

35x faster

5 seconds

19 seconds
Cerebras CS-2

@ LCLS

Flows enable creation of smart instruments

https://doi.org/10.48550/arXiv.2105.13967
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Flows enable creation of smart instruments

ModelTrain

https://doi.org/10.48550/arXiv.2105.13967


A computational system that can interact with its 
environment and learn from those interactions

Sense,
act

Physical 
or virtual

Adapt
responses

Persistent, 
stateful

What else can we do with a global computing fabric?
Realize embodied agents 



What else can we do with a global computing fabric?
Integrate with large language model (LLM) technologies



Integrate with large language model (LLM) technologies

Simul
ation

Experi-
ment

What else can we do with a global computing fabric?



PMC 
Agent

BC-BRC 
Agent

Generate additional 
experiments?

?

Set of 
peptides as 

input

Query PubMed for 
ChatGPT feedstock

Align proteins, predict 
structure, rank results

Evaluate structures 
and filter results

UniProt 
Agent

Example: Design of antimicrobial peptides

Agents run on 
HPC/AI resources

Self-driving lab performs 
experiments

Candidates for 
experimental 

evaluation

Arvind Ramanathan, Priyanaka Setty, et al.



Questions

• It used to be that computers were reliable and networks were 
unreliable. Now computers are unreliable and “networks” are 
reliable. How does that change what we do, and how?

• Global science services make it trivial to write programs that integrate 
resources at global scale. What new programs do we want to write? 
What new instruments can we create?



Thank you for your attention!

Argonne National Laboratory and the University of Chicago – and students and staff 

  Federal agencies for continued support: DOE, NSF, NIH, NIST

  Wonderful colleagues: Rachana Ananthakrishnan, Ben Blaiszik, Kyle Chard, Ryan Chard, 
  Carl Kesselman, Arvind Ramanathan, Rick Stevens, Logan Ward, & many more

To learn more about our work: https://labs.globus.org https://globus.org

Questions or thoughts: foster@anl.gov

Experiment with tools: 
https://braid-project.org

Thanks to:

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.patter.2022.100606  

https://labs.globus.org/
https://globus.org/
mailto:foster@anl.gov
https://braid-project.org/
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.patter.2022.100606

